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Introduction

At an early stage in my teaching of music to Visually Impaired students in Dublin, I 
perceived the need for a non-complex book on Braille music notation. Such a book would  - I 
hoped – encourage beginners and  class teachers in primary and post primary schools with 
one or two blind pupils, to study/teach the subject.
Yes, there are such fine books as The Revised International Manuel of Braille Music 
Notation. The music teacher, senior music student or specialist will have access to such a 
book or may study it in depth.

In Braille music Clefs are not relevant. Pitch is clearly defined by Octave Signs. When parts 
are involved, Right Hand or Left Hand, Instrument or Voice [SATB] are used.
In the music score, slur, staccato, phrasing are included. Dynamics and fingering may be 
added.  Because of the added complexity, the teacher may choose to give instructions on 
dynamics and fingering verbally or on digital recorder. In my experience requests for 
transcriptions with or without dynamics or fingering are generally acceded to by transcribers.

Yes, Braille music requires commitment to detail, but when grasped it will equip the student 
to take part fully in music studies, to look ahead towards further  study and/or to fully 
participate as a member of a choir or instrumental group. In the course of my teaching of 
music to visually impaired, I have encountered many helpful and interesting people. Among  
these three stand out for their dedication to the continuation of Braille music:    Daniel 
McNulty (now deceased), a teacher and performer, of Dublin, Sally Zimmermann from the 
Music Advisory Service of the Royal National Institute for the Blind in London, and Bill Mc 
Can from ‘Dancing Dots’ in the USA. 

There are some special people too in Ireland, from whom I have had valued support: Thank 
you Stuart, Jackie and Finola. 

And to my former students, from whom I have learned so much, I say: Go n-eiri an bother 
libh.  
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1 Notes, Note Values,
Time Signatures

The notes C D E F G A B are

d e f g h i j

These notes form the scale of C.

Note values are

Quaver =d= half beat1

Crotchet =?= one beat

Minim =n= two beats

Dotted Minim =n'= three beats

Semibreve =y= four beats

Time signatures are

#b4 two crotchet beats in a bar

#c4 three crotchet beats in a bar

#d4 four crotchet beats in a bar

.c common time
or four crotchet beats in a bar

1

1 For present purposes our beats are crotchet beats.



Starting with Right Hand

#b4

?: $: ?: p \] $: ?w n

#c4

\]$ o$ \]$ o' \$? :$: n$ n'

#d4

?$n :?n $?:w y \$p ]:o \]$: y

2



2 Octave Signs

Octave signs are very important in Braille music. With practice they are also user friendly, as you
will see.

Octave one =@d=
lowest C on
piano to B

above

Octave two =^d= 2nd C on piano
to B above

Octave three =_d= 3rd C on piano
to B above

Octave four ="d= 4th or middle C
to B above

Octave five =.d= 5th C on piano
to B above

3

8ba



Octave six =;d= 6th C on piano
to B above

Octave seven =,d= 7th C on piano
to B above

For now we will work within octaves 3, 4 and 5.

_o

"]

.&

An octave sign is required at the beginning of a piece to determine pitch.

It is recommended that a new octave sign is used at the beginning of each line of music.

4
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Apart from the above, the following rules apply.

When moving up or down an interval of a 2nd or a 3rd, no new octave sign is required.

Example A

.no

.nt

_np

_ns

When moving up or down an interval of a 4th or a 5th, a new octave sign is required only if the
move is to a new octave.

Example B

"ps

"pt

5



_o^s

_o^r

When moving up or down an interval greater than a 5th, a new octave sign is required.

Example C

"n"s

"p.n

"n"t

"p.o

"o.o

6



Enjoy your Octave Signs

#c4

"?$\ [\$ nw n'

#c4

"?$\ n' ?$\ .n'

#d4

.n"\$ y ?$r &

7



#d4

.n"\$ qs nt y

8



3 Rest Values

Now we will go back to time, i.e. silence in time or rest values.

Quaver Rest =x= half beat

Crotchet Rest =v= one beat

Minim Rest =u= two beats

Semibreve Rest =m= four beats

Dotted minim rest is not relevant at present.

As in print music, rests correspond to beats.

#c4 ?vv #c4 ?u

correct not correct

There are exceptions.
A semibreve rest is used for a full bar’s silence.

#b4 m #c4 m #d4 m

9



In four-four time a half bar’s silence at the beginning or end of the bar is represented by a minim rest.

#d4 nu

Note

#d4 ?vv? #d4 ?u?

correct not correct

Some Exercises on Rest Values

#d4

?vn un m ??n

#c4

?v? ??? m n'

10



#b4

?v ?? m n

Some Challenges

#c4

"?$v :v: ?:$ ]vv \]$ ]$: m o'

#d4

"?:p \]u \]$] m \]v] \]p \]$: y

11
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4 Intervals,
More Signs

Intervals are important in music; they are especially so in Braille music. You have seen this in
their application to octave signs, you will also observe this in their application to harmony.

We will start with melodic intervals.

Practise singing these.

Melodic Intervals

"?: #bnd

"?$ #crd

"?] #d?

"?\ #e?

"?"[ #f?

"?"w #g?

"?.? octave

13

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

7th

Octave



Steps

#b4

"?: :$ $] ]\ \[ [w w? n

Tunes/Puzzlers

#d4

"?$:] $\][ \w[? w:n

#b4

_?\ :[ $w ]"? _\": _["$ _w"] n

14



#b4

^?^[ :^w $_? ^]_: ^\_$ ^[_] ^w_\ "n

#b4

"?"w ":.? "$.: "].$ "\.] "[.\ "w.[ .n

15



Here it is apt to introduce some more signs.

Right Hand .>

Left Hand _>

Double Bar <k

Finger Signs

C with the first finger da

C with the second finger db

C with the third finger dl

C with the fourth finger d1

C with the fifth finger dk

We can now proceed to harmonic intervals. You will notice that intervals in the left hand are read
upwards, and intervals in the right hand are read downwards.

16



Harmonic Intervals

_>_y/ #bnd

_>_z+ #crd

_>_&# #d?

_>_=9 #e?

_>^(0 #f?

_>^!3 #g?

_>^)- octave

.>.z/ #bnd

.>")+ #crd

.>.!# #d?

.>.(9 #e?

17

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

7th

8ve



.>.=0 #f?

.>.&3 #g?

.>.z- octave

18

7th

8ve

6th



Let Fingers Help

#c4

.>"$a\$ []a[b w:w n'<k

#c4

_>_?k$\ ]k[? _\kw: n'<k

Now This is Piano

#c4

.>"?a$b\ ][] \aw: n'<k

_>_?k$\ [b][ w\w n'b<k

19

1 1 2

5 5 5

1 2 1

5 2 2



#c4

.>"n'a q' r'a .n'<k

_>_?k$\ ?][ ^wk:\ n'<k

#c4

.>"$l:? \]$ :$: n'<k

_>_n'k p' r' n'<k

#c4

.>"$l:? \]$ :$: n'<k

_>_n'9 p'+ r'b+a n'9<k

20

1 1

5 5

3

5

3

1
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5 Triads/Chords,
A New Key

You have used accompanying chords in chapter 4. Here we will look at chords more closely.
Each scale has a set of primary triads: chords I, IV and V.

Primary Triads in C

.>"?$\ r'+9<k

.>"][? n'+9<k

.>"\w: o'+9<k

You will notice that the notes of a chord may be rearranged.

Moving Smoothly

#c4

.>"?$\ ]$] rje n'<k

_>_n'+9 n'#0 t'+0 n'+9<k

21



We can now move to another key, but firstly some new signs:

Sharp =%=

Flat =<=

Natural =*=

Here is the scale of G, a 5th up from C.

.>"\[w?:$%]\<k

With key signature

% .>"\[w?:$]\<k

Primary Triads in G

% _>^\w: ^r'+9<k

% _>_?$\ n'+9<k

% _>_:][ o'+9<k

22



Moving Up

%#d4

.>": \]$: :t: \w[\ q'.:

_>'v ^t+0o+9 t0o ot0 o9q

.>.?w[\ s'w r['h r'<k

_>_&+0 q0s r+9q+0 r'+9<k

23
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6 Key of D,
Semiquaver, Dotted

Crotchet, More Triads, In-accord

Here is the scale of D, a 5th up from G, with a new sharp – C sharp.

%% .>":$]\[w?:<k

Primary Triads in D

%% .>":][ s'+9<k

%% .>"\w: o'+9<k

%% .>"[?$ p'+9<k

25



Before our piece in D:

Semiquaver
Note

=y= quarter beat

Semiquaver

Rest
=m= silence for

quarter beat

Dotted

Crotchet
=?'= one and

a half beats

Further Up

%%#b4

.>"g egig feeg hgfe $'g

_>'x _gige d_ige jehj _dfix

.>"jihg jdeg feed :'#<k

_>_hgfe hije ?+e+_i9 ]0^e-<k

26



It is time to add to our primary triads.

This will provide us with more interesting harmony.

Chords VI and II in key of C

.>"[?$ p'+9<k

.>":][ s'+9<k

Chords VI and II in key of G

% _>_$\w p'+9<k

% _>^[?$ ^s'+9<k

27



Chords VI and II in key of D

%% _>^w:] ^t'+9<k

%% _>^$\w p'+9<k

When parts in the right hand or left hand are not moving uniformly, we need a process called
in-accord, using the following signs:

In-accord – whole measure or bar =<>=

In-accord – part measure ="1=

Measure Division =.k=

Examples

#c4

.>"$+\h0g $+o<k

_>_n^\<>_r' _?t<>_r'<k

28



%#d4

.>"\w?"\<>"op "=+<k

_>_r+n9,- 99 _z9<k

* Moving-note sign=,= is used when two or three notes of equal value move
above or below a longer note.

In-accord’s a Dream

%%#c4

.>.]$: :?w \[w9 n'0

_>_o]+ ]$:<>_t' _p\+ [$[

.>.]$:<>"s] "w[\<>"p' "$gh[<>"p' .o'<k

_>":?ej \]$ ?$#[+ ]+o<k

29

*
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7 Key of F,
Six-eight Time, Triplet,

Tie, Phrase Marks and Cadences

Now in our scales/keys we will move to the flat side, i.e. down a 5th from C to F.
We need to place a flat sign before the 4th note.

Scale of F

.>"]\[<w?:$]<k

More usually with key signature

< .>"]\[w?:$]<k

Primary Triads

< .>"][? n'+9<k

31



< .>"w:] q'+9<k

< .>"?$\ r'+9<k

Chords VI and II

< _>_:][ o'+9<k

< _>^\w: ^r'+9<k

32



Here we will introduce six-eight time, i.e. two dotted crotchet beats in a bar (equal to six
quavers).

Dancing Down

<#f8

.>"gidedi hgh[' gidedi

_>^id#d#e+[+ h+j+f0g[+ ^id#d#e+[+

.>"r' .gdi.f"jh .e"ig.?h

_>_fh#h#"?+x ['+\'+ ]'+$'+

.>.gdi.fd).( q'0<k

_>_ig9g9hf0f0 gd0d0^]'-<k

33



The piece below shows the use of

Triplet =2= (2ddd
equals?)

Tie
=@c=
for note

=.c=
for chord

Phrase Marks =;b----^2=

Marching A and B

<#d4

.>;b.? [?.[0]0 \9]0]#2ded

_>'v _g"did_]"? _$][v

.>"[?.k.[]"1.n@c .r'"1.?:$^2.k;b.ij"1v

_>_ghij?[ n'"1"$:?.kv

.>;?9[0]0di ]\[2djd<>":'fq

_>_ihgfedg'& edjhg_g$

.>"[+]\#f'= q'0^2<k

_>_g"didjh"d_d ^q'<k

34
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You will notice the complete effect of chord V to I in bars 7 to 8, and the not quite complete effect
of chord I to V in bars 3 to 4. Chord V to I forms a perfect cadence, and chord I to V forms an
imperfect cadence.

35

3

3
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8 The Minor Scale

Every major scale has a relative minor, a 3rd down from the key or tonic note. A minor is the
relative of C major. We must place an accidental, i.e. sharp or natural sign not included in the key
signature, before the 7th note. This forms the harmonic minor scale.

Scale of A Minor

.>"[w?:$]%\[<k

Primary Triads

.>"[?$ p'+9<k

.>":][ s'+9<k

.>"$%\w t'%+9<k

37



Chord VI

.>"][? n'+9<k

There are restrictions as to the use of chord II in the minor. We will not include this chord here.

Relative Minor

#f8

.>.djdji%h ['$.f edj[f :j['

_>_[f%\f ?'0$0i %hij_?0f0 ]+f%+?'0

.>.fef?j ['.$' :'[0%h0 ifd['

_>'%_\f[h ?'0$'0 gig?+0f9 idf_['+

.>'%.hf"j%\j ['?' ge"i]i %hj.f%\'0

_>_$'9w#%h0 ['+$'# :'9[#g0 $'9.c$9j

.>.ifdf"j%h idfdid edj[%h s'#<k

_>_[f%\f ?'0$0i %hij?_f9 ?'0@['-<k

38



E minor is the relative of G major

Scale of E Minor

% _>_$]\[w?%:$<k

39



Primary Triads

% _>_$\w p'+9<k

% _>^[?$ ^s'+9<k

% _>^w%:] ^t'%+9<k

Chord VI

% _>_?$\ n'+9<k

40



Relative on the Right

%#c4

.>"w[w r] p' t'#

_>^j_g%ege_j fjfj%_e_j fjhjhf %e_jgj]

.>.$%:$ n'+ p'0 r'0

_>_fhj"f_j"f _if"di"fd jfhjhj "f_jhj$

.>.[0\]9 $#]%:+ p'@c# p'0<k

_>_?0$%:+0 p+9g#i hj"f_jhj p'9-<k

41



D minor is the relative of F major

Scale of D Minor

< .>":$]\[w%?:<k

Primary Triads

< .>":][ s'+9<k

< .>"\w: o'+9<k

< .>"[%?$ p'%+9<k

Chord VI

< .>"w:] q'+9<k

42



Relative on the Left

<#d4

.>"[\]$ :[s [\]\ [#.p' :%?[]

_>_q+0o+9 ^s#0_o+9 q+0o+9 u%n+0 ^q0s#

.>"\[.e%?f :%?[] j['@cs [\]$

_>^r+0[%+9?+0 o+9^s#0 s%+9n+0 q+0o+9

.>":[s [.:"[h'= z<k

_>^s#0_o+9 %?+0o+9?+0 uo+9<k

43



B minor is the relative of D major

Scale of B Minor

%% _>^w?:$]\%[w<k

Primary Triads

%% _>^w:] ^t'+9<k

%% _>_$\w p'+9<k

%% _>_]%[? _q'%+9<k

Chord VI

%% _>^\w: ^r'+9<k

44



Further Right

%%#c4

.>"w%[w ?jihg \]$ q'<>v"?%[

_>^w_]#:+ ^[?#?+ ^\0[0w%0 n%0^]

.>_w:] .:'0dje q9e0d0 t'0<k

_>^:0]0w9 ]_:0]0 ^]0j9e]%+ ]#@t-<k

45
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9 B Flat and G Minor,
Musical Terms and Signs

Our remaining scales for this course are B flat major and its relative G minor.

Scale of B flat Major

<< .>"w?:$]\[w<k

Primary Triads

<< _>^w:] ^t'+9<k

<< _>_$\w p'+9<k

<< _>^][? ^q'+9<k

47



Chords VI and II

<< _>^\w: ^r'+9<k

<< _>_?$\ n'+9<k

Further Down

<<#d4

.>"w0]:] wwt ?0"\$\ .??n :0w\w

_>^)9 vo+0:+0 y9 vp+0$+0 ^w:_w\

.>.$0?[? ]9$:+? :wt#<k

_>_?$"?[ :$gj[ w:t+<k

48



Scale of G Minor

<< _>^\[w?:$%]\<k

Primary Triads

<< .>"\w: o'+9<k

<< .>.?$\ r'+9<k

<< .>":%][ s'%+9<k

Chord VI

<< .>"$\w t'+9<k

49



Further left

<<#c4

.>"w\\ [%][ \w: o9: ?#w#[# r#w

_>_\w+w+ %][#[# \w+w+ r+9] $:? w[h_e

.>.n%"] r'0<k

_>_$\#:9 \^r9<k

50



Terms and Signs

Tempo and Changes of Tempo

accelerando gradually getting faster

a tempo back to normal speed

Adagio slow

Allegretto fairly quick and lively

Allegro quick and lively

Andante walking speed

Largo slow

Moderato moderate speed

M.M.? = 60 60 crotchet beats per minute

rall. (rallentando) gradually getting slower

ritard. (ritardando) gradually getting slower

rit. (ritenuto) gradually getting slower

Dynamics

f forte loud

ff fortissimo very loud

mf mezzo forte moderately loud

cresc. (crescendo) gradually getting louder

p piano soft

pp pianissimo very soft

mp mezzo piano moderately soft

dim. (diminuendo) gradually getting softer

decresc. (decrescendo) gradually getting softer

51

M.M.  = 60



Articulation

Legato c play smoothly

Staccato 8 play detached

_8 stress

.8 accent

Style

dolce sweetly

grazioso gracefully

cantabile singing style

Signs

<l pause

,/ full breath

>1 catch breath

Repeats

<7 Beginning of repeat

<2 End of repeat

#1 #2 First, second ending

7 full or part-measure repeat

Clefs

>/l
G clef; treble

>#l F clef; bass

>+l C clef; alto

52
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10 Setting of Words,
SATB, Melody and Bass,
More Cadences, Modes

Setting of words is an interesting element of music education.

In the following verse, we will give words and music separately.

Rickshaw

Riding on a rickshaw
Under Indian skies,
Peddling, swooping, diving,
How the traffic flies.

%#d4

>a'"\]$: ro [\]'f z,/

>a'_\[w? :r'>1 ['f]: (<k

53

Alto
voice

It is to be noted that in normal practice words are placed above the music notation, with words starting 
two cells ahead of the music. (See Revised International Manual - Vocal Music.)



Singing Together

,allegretto %#d4

>s'"\[w\ po ?:p z,/ r$] r>1:\

>a'_w:o ns \\"n ),/ o?: t>1edw

>t'_or rq \:r (,/ r[[ r>1r

>b'^\]hiw no fdwn ^(,/ t[_: p>1^ji\

>s'"sq (<k

>a'"po )<k

>t'_ps (<k

>b'_no ^(<k

54

Allegretto

S
A

B
T



Melody and Bass

,moderato #b4

.>.?c$ :cdcj ichc]c p hcicw dcec$ ?cwc

_>_$c? wcich ]c[ n jcic\ [dcf \^\

.>.n<k

_>_n<k

Note
Chord IV to I plagal cadence, and chord V to VI interrupted cadence in bars 3 to 4 and 5 to 6 of
piece for SATB.

You will also observe perfect and imperfect cadences in these pieces.

55

Moderato



Because the modes have a haunting quality we will include two examples.

Aeolian Mode

#c4

.>'8"[8?8[ \]\ 8[8?8: n' [][<>"n]

_>_n'+0 t'#0 s+0w+0 n'+0 ][]

.>"w\w<>"o\ "s'@c<>"p? "s'#<k

_>_\w\ n'@c<>_s$ _n'0<k

56



Dorian Mode

#c4

.>":]: r' q$ o' r'

_>_]+:+]+ \+:#\+ o+9$+ q:<>_s' ^w+0o#0

.>"['j? o'0.c o'0<k

_>_?+0w+0[9- _:9^[0_:9 @o'-<k

57
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We finish our course with a song to remember.

India 06

%#d4

.>": $:"1_s.k_w+\ s'w ?:#$+?+

_>'v ^[]\w<>_?o' _n+o+ $+:+?0$+

.>"o'#: ?w[] w"p'<>_\'it "o%n

_>_z+ ^[9w0?+: $'gr :+]+$+\/

.>":s' q$'g os

_>_qo<>_! _op<>v_[\w _q$]<>v_[%?:

.>"s\'i q%.n w+[+\]

_>_qr<>v%"?w: _s\[<>v%"?$] _\[w:

.>"\+]+$gh ]:$'e o': $9:#w+\

_>_$]\[ :]$?<>v_[\[ _z+ ^[]\w<>_?o'

.>_s'w ?:#$+?+ o'#] \]$]<>_t':

_>_n+o+ $+:+?0$ o'+: $]\[

.>"\[w?<>"or .oo<>"r][ .o'9-<k

_>_w[hgf"d w\['h<>"on _r'+<k

58
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Index of Music Symbols

Notes

C D E F G A B

d e f g h I j

Note Values (on note C)

Semibreve Whole note y

Minim Half note n

Crotchet Quarter note ?

Quaver Eighth note d

Semiquaver Sixteenth note y

Rest Values

Semibreve Whole rest m

Minim Half rest u

Crotchet Quarter rest v

Quaver Eighth rest x

Semiquaver Sixteenth rest m

Time Signatures

Two crotchet beats in a bar #b4

Three crotchet beats in a bar #c4

Four crotchet beats in a bar #d4

Common time .c

Two dotted crotchet beats in a bar #f8

61



Octave Signs (on note C)

Octave one @d

Octave two ^d

Octave three _d

Octave four "d

Octave five .d

Octave six ;d

Octave seven ,d

Right hand .>

Left hand _>

Double bar <k

Finger Signs (note C)

First finger da

Second finger db

Third finger dl

Fourth finger d1

Fifth finger dk

Harmonic Intervals

Left hand

3rd octave C quaver with 2nd above _d/

3rd octave C quaver with 3rd above _d+

3rd octave C quaver with 4th above _d#

3rd octave C quaver with 5th above _d9

3rd octave C quaver with 6th above _d0

3rd octave C quaver with 7th above _d3

3rd octave C quaver with octave above _d-

62



Right hand

5th octave C quaver with 2nd below .d/

5th octave C quaver with 3rd below .d+

5th octave C quaver with 4th below .d#

5th octave C quaver with 5th below .d9

5th octave C quaver with 6th below .d0

5th octave C quaver with 7th below .d3

5th octave C quaver with octave below .d-

Sharp %

Flat <

Natural *

In-accord — whole measure or bar <>

In-accord — part measure "1

Measure division .k

Moving-note sign ,

Triplet 2

Tie @c

Phrase marks ;b ^2

See also Chapter 9: Terms and Signs.
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